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SUMMARY

Two interior and one exterior beam-colunn-slab subassemblages were
tested under bi-directional reversed cyclic loading. Beam-column connection
of all specimens did not fail in shear despite of the high shear stress
input. to the connection. The conflnenent to the jolnt core concrete by the
transverse beams and slabs prevented the joint shear failure. The pinching
behavior r,,/as caused by the exlstence of slabs in spite of the improvenent
in the bond along bearn bars rvithln the connection. For an exterior jolnt
specimen, the entire slab widLh is regarded as effectlve if the transverse
beams do nol fail in torsion.

INTRODUCTION

The hysteretic behavior of a beam-column connection is influenced by
the bond characterlstics along bean bars within the connection. An
irnproveflent in the bond characteristics rnakes it possible to devefop a good
spindle-shape hysLeresis with flexural yielding at the critical region at
bean ends (Refs.1,2). 0n Lhe other hand, the bond deterioration yields a
pinching hysteresis loop attributable to the pull-out of the beam bars from
the connection, and also changes the shear resisting nechanism in the
connection to cause shear failure at a large deformation (Refs.2,3).

In the pasL, most of bean-column sub-assemblage tests were carried out
on plane bearn-column connections, loaded in one horizontal dlrecLion. The
bearn-column connection in an actual structure has both slabs and transverse
bearns and is subjected to bi-direclional loadlng under earthquake motions.
Therefore, it \,/as decided that three-dimensional beam-column connections
wlth slabs be tested under the bi-directional loading, The rnain variable
in the test was chosen to be the bond condltions along the beam bars within
the connection.

EXPERTMENTAL PROGRAM

Specimens Three half-scalereinforced concrete three-dinensional beam-
column connections with slabs (called K-series) \,lere LesLed; Lwo interior
connections with four beams connected in the orthogonal directions
(Specimens K1 and K2) and one exterior connection wlth three beams
connected in the orthogonal directions (Specirnen K3). The column
dimensions were varied in the two interior connections; i.e-, 275x275 nn in
Specirnen K1 and 375x375 mm in Speclmen K2. The colunn dlnensions in
Specimen K3 were the same as that in Specimen K1. The bean dimensions r,rere
common in Lhe three specimensi 20Ox3O0 mm for the longitudinal bearns (in
the prlnary loading direction) and 200x285 mm for the transverse beams. The
thickness of slabs was 70 rnm. The four corners of the square slab were



trlmmed to fit into the tesl_ing apparatus.

Reinforcernent details of the specimens are shown in Fig.l. Bearn barsof the inl-erior beams passed through the connections, whereis the top and
bottom bearn bars of the exterior bearn were anchored within the.onn".tion.
D13 bars were used as Lhe column reinforcenent in Lhe three specinens. The
size of the bean bars was varied in the two interior specirnens; D13 bars in
Specimen Kl and D10 bars in Speclmen K2. Dlo bars were used as the bearn
reinforcernent 1n specimen K3. A norninal amount of lateral reinforcement (D6
bars at 50 rnm on centers in Specimens Kl and K2 , at 55 nm on centers in
Speclmen K3) was provided within the connection, the sarne as the amount of
shear relnforcement required in the rniddle part of the column in accordancewith Lhe AIJ Standard (Ref.4). The slab was reinforced with D6 barsat 180 mm on centers in a single 1ayer, with a 1800 hook at each end, butthe slab bars in Specimen K3 parallel to the longitudinal beam were
anchored in the transverse beams vith 90o hooks-

The bond conditions of beam bars was rnade significantly different inthe two interior connection specirnens by varying the column width to Lhe
beam bar dianeter ratio. The bond lndex is defined as an average bondstress of a beam bar within Lhe conneclion under sirnultaneous tensile and
compressive yielding assuned at the column faces (Ref.1);

ub = fy (db/h) / 2

where f,, : yieJd strength of a beam bar, d. : diameter o-[ a beam bar and h: colurhn vidth., The index va_Lues are lO2 ugf / cnz (10.0 Mpa) for Specjmef;
KI and 57 kgt/cn' (5.6 MPa) for Specimen K2 using rhe actual yleld strength
of the beam bar. From these index values, the bond of beam bars in Specimen
K1 was expected to be quite severe conpared to Specirnen K2.

The concrete was cast 1n l-he uprlght position in two stages; i.e., Lhe
concrete uas first placed to the top of the s1ab, and then cast. in the
upper column after a day.

of the
and I99

secon{
kgt / cm

Tle yield strengLh was 4,420 kgf/cn2 (433 Mpa) fqr rhe Dt3 bars, 4,460
kgf/cn' (437 MPa) for rhe D10 bars, and 4.010 kgf/cn' (393 t4pa) for rhe D6
bars at 0.2 Z offseX.

Testing Method The loading apparaLus is shown in Fig.2. The specimens
were tested in the upright position. The base of the specimen was supported
by a unlversal jolnL. The free ends of the beans were supporLed by vlitical
rigid mernbers equlpped \^rith universal joints at their ends, creating ro11er
support conditions in the horizontal p1ane.

The distance from 1-he column center to the bearn-end support was 1,350
nm, and the disLance from the beam center to the bottom support or to the
top horizontal loading point \l'as 735 rnm.

The consLant vertical load (an average axial stress of ZO kgf/cn2 or
2.0 MPa) and reversing bi-dlrectional horizontal loads were applied at the
Lop of the column through the tri-directional joint by three actuators.
Counter-weights balanced the weight of the horizontal acLuators. A set of

Material ProperLles Thercompressive strength of the first batch
concrete was 244 kgt / cn' (23.9 Mpa) for Specimens K] and KZ,
kgf/cn' (19.5 MPa) fo5 Specimen K3. The compiessive strength of the
batch vas 266 kgf / cn' (26.1 MPa) for Specimens K1 and K2, and 196
(19.2 MPa) for Specimen K3.



pantograph, para11e1 to the longitudlnal beam, prevented a specimen from
rotating around the vertical axis.

The deflections of beans and columns relative to the bearn-colurnn
connection, axlal deformation at the top and bottom fiber of beans, beam
axial deformation, rotaLions of beam-end support points around beam axes
and connection shear deformation were measured by strain-gauge type
dlsplacernenL transducers. The strain disLribution of beam longitudinal
reinforcenent wiLhln and immediately outside the beam-column connection and
that of slab reinforcement, the strain of laLeral reinforcement withln a
connection and that of column reinforcement at the critical section \{ere
measured by strain gauges. The loads applled by the actuators and bearn-end
support reactions were measured by load ce11s.

Loading History In first Lwo cycles, specimens were loaded in a
longitudinal direction up to the half of an ultinate capacity calculated.
Subsequently the yield story drift ( ,,) was determined and the bi-
direcLional story drift two and four tim6s as large as the yield story
drift as shown ln Fig.3 was forced. Tf four tines the yield story drift
angle was larger than 1/50 rad, the applied story drift history was
displaced by the story drift. angle of 1/50 rad instead of four times the
yield one.

TEST RESULTS

Three specimens developed flexural yielding at the beam ends and the
connections dld noL fail in shear, nor did the transverse beams (edge
beams) of Specimen K3 in torsion induced by Lhe tensile forces of the slab
reinforcement.

The column reinforcenent of each specimens was observed to yield aL a
story drift. angle as follows; 7/739 rad (cycle 3) during ]-he uni-
directional loading when the bean reinforcement started to yield in
Specimen K1, 1/108 rad (cyc1e 7) during the bi-directional loading after
the beam yielding in Specirnen K2 and, I/69 rad (cyc1e B) during the bl-
directional loading after the beam yielding in Specimen K3.

Crack PaLterns The crack patterns of three speclnens observed at the end
of loading are shown in Flg.4. Specirnen K1 developed a single and wide
concenlraLed crack at the critical secLion of the beams and developed
hardly any additional cracks in the beams after a story drift angle of 1/50
rad. The shell concrete spalled in the four corners near and within the
connection at a story drift angle of 7/25 rad.

0n the contrary, Specimen K2 developed fine flexural cracks along the
beams after a story drift angle ot I/54 rad. As expected, the bond
characteristics along the beam bars were significantly inproved in the
connection of Specimen K2 from Specinen K1. Cracks were observed nore
closely in the slab partially because the beans had to deform more in
Specinen K2 because the column was sLiff.

For Speclmen K3, torsional cracks were observed in the transverse
beams near the column during the loading in the longltudinal direction. But
the width was smal1 and the transverse beams dld not fail in torsion.
Diagonal shear cracks were observed in the connection panel region in the
transverse direction. During loading in the transverse directlon, cracks in
the slab ran almost parallel to the longitudinal bean and did noL incline
tovard the slab corner as seen during loading in the longltudinal



direction.

Hysteretic Characteristics The story shear-story drlft relations in the
longitudinal dlrection are shown in Flg,5. The story drifL at yielding was
10.6 mm for Specinen K1 and 6.8 rnrn for Specimen K2, the difference of which
was attributable to the st.iffness of the columns.

A story shear resistance in a direction could be reduced during the
loading in the orthogonal direction although the displacernent was
maintained in the direction, the phenomenon of which is ca11ed the biaxial
lnteraction of resistances. In other words, the resistance in one direction
is influenced by the deflections in the orthogonal direction. Such
phenomenon could be observed between points A and B in Fig.5. Because of
the biaxial lnteraction, the apparent area of a hysteresis loop increases
if the load is applied in a manner described in this paper,

Specimens Kl and K2 showed a pinching hysteresis shape under cyclic
load reversafs. The equivalent viscous danping ratio is used to quantify
the fatness of hysteresis loops. The equivalent viscous damping ratio of
Specimens Kl and K2 were 0.07 and 0.12 respectively at the story drift
angle of approximatefy 1/50 rad. This means that the hysteresis loop in
Specirnen K2 was fatter Lhan that ln Specimen K1 .

The behavior of a 1-hree-dimen sional beam-column connection and a plane
connection is compared using the specimens with comparable bond index
values, and subjected to conparable loadi ng. Therbond -index value vas 57
kgflcm- (5.6 MPa) for Specimen K2, and 52 kgf / cn' (5.1 MPa) for Specimen
C2 (a plane beam-column connection specirnen tesLed previously, Ref.1). The
equivalent viscous damping ratio was 0.12 for Specimen K2 aL a cumulatlve
ductility factor of 35.5 (in the second cycle at a story drift angle of
I/54 rad), and 0.21 for Specimen C2 at. a cumulative ducLility factor of
37.0 (in the fifth cycle at a story drlft angle of I/46 rad). Accordingly,
the equivalent viscous danping ratio was conslderably smaller in Specimen
K2 at a comparable story drift angle and cumulative ductility factor. It
is like1y Lhat the slab might contribute to the pinching ln the shape of
hysteretic loops.

Generally, such pinching hysteresis shape is observed withouL bar slip
and shear failure when the amount of reinforcement dlffers significantly at
the top and bottom of a beam section. The area of the top beam bars was
twice the bottom bars in Specimen C2, although the specirnen showed a nice
spindle shape hysteresis. In the test of Specirnen K2, ten slab bars were
observed to have yielded and the remaining two slab bars reached strains
above 0.I % ax a story drift angle of I/54 rad. Therefore, eleven slab bars
may well be assurned effecSive on the beam resislance. Consequently, the
total steel area (= 851 mm-) of the top beam bars became 2.4 times that
of boltom beam bars(= 357 mm-), the ratio which is noL much dillerent from
that of specimen C2. Therefore, the difference in Lhe amount of the top and
botton reinforcernent does not describe the pinching phenomenon of the Lhree
dimensional subassernblage.

The stress distribution in the beam top and bottom reinforcement of
Specimen K2 are shown in Fig.6 at a story drift angle of f/276 rad. The
stress was calculated from the sLrain using the Ramberg-Osgood model for
the stress-straln relationship of the stee1. A solid line represents the
distribution during the loading in the positlve direction and a broken line
in the negative direction. When the bottom beam bar yielded in tension at
an end of a connection, the stress at the other end rernained in
compression, indicating a good bond characteristics of the beam bottom



reinforcenent within the connection.

0n the contrary, the stress along the bearn Lop bar remained in tension
over the entire widlh of the connection. The stress distributed in a V-
shape with a rnlnimurn stress appearing near the center. Such stress
distribution could not be caused by the bond deterioraLion. It was thought
Lhal- the location of the neutral axis rised above Lhe beam top
reinforcement under positive bending (beam bottom fiber in tension) to
yield a tensile stress in the bearn top reinforcement at the section.
Therefore, the entire bearn top reinforcernent wiLhin the connection
developed tensile stresses. At the same tirne, the crack at Lhe beam bottorn
rnust open wide Lo satisfy the compatibility of strains in the section.
Hence, the closlng of the flexural crack at the bean criLlcal section was
delayed when the load was reversed, causing the pinching behavior in
Speclmen K2.

Displacement Contribution The contribution of parts of Specimens Kl and
K2 to the story drift was estimated and shown in Fig.7. The conLribution of
parts of Specimen K3 for a transverse direction was similar to that of
Specirnen K1. The contribution of the beam-column connection panel
deformation was calculated as the total deflection less the cont.ribution
from the bearn and colurnn deflections. NoLe that the bearn deformation
included a deforrnation caused by the pull-out of the beam reinforcement
from the connection. An abrupt increase in this ratio generally ldentifies
the mode of failure corresponding to the deformation,

The ratio of the connection deforrnaLion in the three specimens
remained almost consLant to a story drift angle ot 7/25 rad. In other
words, the connection panel did not fail in the three specinens. The
deflection of beams for Specinen K2 reached 80 Z of the total story drift
ln contrast to 60 Z for Specimen K1. The difference in the beam
contribution was caused by the difference in the stiffness of the colurnns,

Effective Width of Slab in Specimen K3 The story shear-story drift
relation in the longitudinal direction for Specimen K3 is shown in Fig.8
with story shear resistances calculated wiLh different effective slab
widths; 1.e., (a) the entire slab width (total width B of T-section = 2,390
mm), (b) the cooperaling width specified by the AIJ Standard (B = 740 nm),
and (c) no cooperating slab width (B = 200 mrn). In a smal1 story drlft
range, the stiffness was observed sinrilar to the one calculated with no
cooperating slab width. The resisLance at a story driff angle ot I/69 rad
was observed almost equal to the value calculated wlth the entire slab
width.

The slab reinforcemenl in lhe entire slab width can contribute to the
flexural resistance of the longitudinal beams even though the slab may be
located only on one slde of Lhe Lransverse beams. The transverse beams rnust
resist torsional moment lnduced by the anchoring forces of the slab
relnforcement.

SHEAR STRESS LEVEL ]N CONNECTION

The rnaximurn shear stress in the connectlon during the uni-directional
loading is norrnalized by the concrete compressive strength f^' and is shown
'in Fig.9 for Specinens Kl , K2 and K3 and for plane beam-co1 hmn connection
specimens J1(Ref.3) and Cl(Ref,1), The effective joint area to resist shear
is defined as the colunn depth nultiplied by the average of the beam and
column widths. Specirnen J1, in whlch the maxlnum shear stress reached 0.25



f^r, falled in joint shear after beam flexural yielding. On Lhe other hand,
the shear stress reached as high as 0.37 f^rand 0,35 f^'in Specimens KI
and K3 (in the transverse dLrection;, respebrively, withbut tailing in the
connection. The orLhogonal beams framing into the connection and the slabs
might have confined the joint core concrete although the flexural cracks in
the orthogonal beams at Lhe column faces mighl- renain open. The reinforcing
bars in the orthogonal bearns might restrain the opening of internal cracks
of Lhe joint core concrete.

The roaxirnun shear under the bi-directional loading is surnmarized in
Table 1. The shear under the bi-directional loading was less than I.4I
times the larger of the maxirnum shear forces in the two directions. This
was caused by the degradation of resistance in one direction due to the bi-
axial interaction of resistances.

The strains paral1e1 to the loading direction in the joint lateral
reinforcement are shown in Flg.10 for Specimen K2 aL a story drift angle of
L/92 rad and for comparable plane beam-column joint specimen C1 in Lhe
input shear stress of approximatety 0.18 f^'. The strains in Specimen K2

\,,ias about half of those in Specimen Cl. Thb vidth of diagonal shear cracks
in the ioint core nust have been restralned by lhe beams normal to the
loading direction.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

From the test results, the following conclusions were drawnl

1) Three-dimensional speclmens did not fail in joint shear despiLe a high
shear stress level in the connection, probably because the joint core hras

confined by the orLhogonal beams and slabs.

2) The lnterior bearn-colurnn subassemblage with slabs, provided with good
bond characterisitics along beam bars wlthin the connection, shorn'ed a
pinching behavior, which may be caused by Lhe delay in crack closing
attributable to shlft in Lhe localion of the neutral axis above the beam

top reinforcement under posltive loadlng.

3) The slab wldth, conLributing Lo the beam flexural resistance' spreads
L'ith beam deformation. The entire slab width needs be regarded effeclive at
a large deforrnation. The edge bearn, where the slab reinforcement is
anchored, must be designed to resist torsional mornent exerted by Lhe
Lension forces of slab reinforcenent in the entire width.
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Fig.4 : Crack Patterns after Test
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